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Abstract. An approximate analytical expression is obtained for the orbits of a
charged particle moving in a cusp magnetic field. The particle orbits pass close
to or through a region of zero magnetic field before being reflected in regions
where the magnetic field is strong. Comparison with numerically evaluated
orbits shows that the analytical formula is surprisingly good and captures all
the main features of the particle motion. A map describing the long-time
behaviour of such orbits is obtained.
The motion of charged particles in spatially varying magnetic fields has
received a great amount of attention because of its relevance to plasma fusion
devices, particle accelerators and astrophysics. Even in the simplest cases, the
motion is complicated and is now known to be an example of chaos. One
simplifying assumption, which is good when the ratio of the Larmor radius to
a scale length describing the spatial variation of the magnetic field, e, is small,
is that the so-called adiabatic invariant l is a constant. This immediately leads
to an explanation of charged-particle containment in the Van Allen radiation
belts and in magnetic mirror fusion devices. For larger values of e, it has been
found that the adiabatic invariant undergoes jumps Dl where l changes rapidly
in just a few Larmor periods in special regions of symmetry, but otherwise l is
to all intents and purposes constant. The jumps are such that Dl£ exp(fi1}e).
For a specific calculation of Dl for a wide range of magnetic field con-
figurations, see for example Cohen et al. (1978). In this case, the long-time
behaviour of particles can be understood in terms of a map relating the values
(l
n
h
n
) before a jump to the values (l
n+"
, h
n+"
) after a jump. Here h is an angle
specifying the Larmor phase of the particle. It is found that, to a reasonable
approximation (terms of order exp(fi2}e) being neglected), that one can write
l
n+"
fll
n
›Dl cos h
n
,
where, of course, Dl is a function of l
n
. In many applications, it is sufficient to
restrict attention to changes in l that are small, so that one may linearize the
value of l
n
about a chosen mean. Then the above equation reduces to
dl
n+"
fl dl
n
›K cos h
n
, (1)
and since the original equations of motion were Hamiltonian, the equation for
h variation can be obtained by insisting that the Jacobian is unity. This gives
h
n+"
fl h
n
›dl
n+"
. (2)
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In the above, K is a constant whose value is determined by the field
configuration and energy of the particle.
The above map (dl, h) is the Chirikov map, and is used to study the long-time
behaviour of nearly adiabatic particles in spatially varying magnetic fields. For
sufficiently small values of Dl, it is found that the particle motion is such that
l changes periodically about a constant value (superadiabatic). For larger
values, the motion can become chaotic ; and for sufficiently large values, the
motion of the charged particle can be understood in terms of a diffusion in
momentum space with diffusion coefficient proportional to exp(fi1}e).
Numerous examples of this type of behaviour have now been studied in detail,
and are described in the book by Lichtenberg and Lieberman (1983).
It must be stressed that the direct numerical solution of the particle-orbit
equations becomes prohibitively expensive in machine time because one has to
follow the particle around its Larmor orbit, whereas it is the motion of the
guiding centre that is really needed. Adiabatic and weakly non-adiabatic
theory overcome this problem by essentially introducing a suitable averaging
procedure to remove the fast motion associated with motion about the Larmor
orbit.
However, the whole theory is totally inadequate if, during its motion, a
particle can move in a region where the field strength is small or even zero. An
example of such a field is the two-dimensional cusp described by the vector
potential Afl xyk, where k is a unit vector along the z axis. For such a field,
Bfl (x,fiy, 0), and the motion of a charged particle in this field is governed by
the reduced Hamiltonian (Jaroensutasinee and Rowlands, 1994)
Hfl "
#
[xd #›yd #›(Qfixy)#], (3)
where Q is a constant proportional to the z component of the momentum and
xd 3 dx}dt. An immediate consequence of the constancy of H (which in the
following we normalize to "
#
) is that the particle motion is confined to regions
between the curves yfl (Q‡1)}x. Thus, for Q" 1, the particle is excluded from
the origin, the position of the zero of the magnetic field. For Q( 1, adiabatic
theory applies, and the value of the jump Dl was given some time ago by
Howard (1971). A typical orbit is shown in Fig. 1(d).
For Q! 1, the origin is no longer excluded, and particle orbits may pass
through or close to the zero-magnetic-field region. Some typical orbits are
shown in Fig. 1. A subset of these orbits (Figs 1a, b) are such that they remain
close to the x axis, and it is for this type of orbit that we now develop a novel
analytical approach. The case Qfl 0 is developed in detail, although the method
is applicable to all Q! 1.
The exact equations of motion are simply
d# x
dt#
flfixy#,
d# y
dt#
flfix# y,
whilst the adiabatic invariant l (the ratio of the perpendicular kinetic energy
to the magnitude of the magnetic field) is given by
lfl
1
(x#›y#)$/#
[(xd x›yd y)#›x# y# (x#›y#)]. (4)
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Figure 1. Typical orbits in the linear cusp field: (a) Qfl 0; (b) 0–4; (c) 0–4; (d) Dotted lines
are yfl (Q‡1)}x.
For the type of orbit under discussion, we write yfl g(x) and take g to be a
monotone function of x. Then, using the equations of motion, we find that g
satisfies the following differential equation:
d# g
dx#
fl
1
1fix# g#
[xg(1›g«#)(gg«fix)], (5)
where g«fl dg}dx.
It is apparent from Figs 1(a, b) that the orbits that pass close to the region
where the magnetic field is zero are such that the value of y is small for a range
of values of x. Thus we treat both g and x as small, and linearize the above
equation in g about xfl 0 to give d# g}dx#flfix# g, whose solution is
yflAoxJ
"/%
("
#
x#)›BoxJ
−"/%
("
#
x#), (6)
where A and B are constants and J‡
"/%
are Bessel functions (Nip et al. 1994).
However, such a solution for all x is totally inappropriate, since it excludes the
possibility of the particle being reflected in regions of high magnetic field (large
x), which is clearly the case as shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, it is in such
regions that adiabatic theory is valid. Thus, in the following, we obtain an
approximate analytical expression for the whole orbit of a particle by combining
the above form, valid for small x, with an expression, valid for large x, obtained
by assuming constancy of the adiabatic invariant.
With yfl g(x), so that yd fl g«(x)xd , one can use the expression for the
Hamiltonian given by (1) to obtain an expression for xd and yd in terms of x, y and
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g«(x). This is then substituted into the expression for l, as given by (4), to give
the exact relation
(lfixg#) x$fl
(1fix# g#) (g›x g«)#
1›g«#
. (7)
The turning point of a trajectory (xfl xa ) is where gfl 0 and g«fl¢. The
above equation gives lxa fl 1, so the turning point is uniquely specified by the
value of l. If x
n
is the position of the nth zero of g, the above equation can be
rearranged to give
g«#(x
n
)fl
x
n
xa fix
n
.
On the other hand, if x
m
is the position of mth zero of g«(x), then, neglecting 1
and g(x
m
) compared with x
m
, (7) reduces to
g(x
m
)flA lx
m
.
This is a good approximation because, as seen from Fig. 1, the particles move
deep into the regions where the magnetic field is large where y is small.
We now use these values of g and g«, obtained at specific points, to fit y(x) for
all large values of x to a form suggested by the numerical results shown in Fig.
1, namely
y(x)flD(x) cos 9&x
!
k(x«) dx«›u:, (8)
where D(x) and k are to be taken as slowly varying functions of x. To obtain
expressions for D(x) and k(x), we equate the value of y«(x) calculated at values
of x« where y(x)fl 0, namely k(x)D(x), with the value obtained above at the
discrete values x
n
. Thus
[k(x)D(x)]#fl
x
xa fix
.
Similarly, at the zeros of y«(x), we obtain the relation D(x)flol(x), where in
this case we have neglected terms of order 1}x$/#. Thus
k(x)flol(xa fix).
We now have an explicit solution for y(x) in terms of the two constants l and
u. To obtain a solution for all x, we combine the features of the solution for
small x, as given by (6), with that for large x, as given by (8), and propose a
solution for all x of the form
y3 g(x)flAA2h(x)x J"/% (h(x))›BA
2h(x)
x
J
−"/%
(h(x)), (9)
where
h(x)fl&x
!
dxk(x)fl
2[2xa $/#fi2(2xa ›x)oxa ›x]
3ol
. (10)
For small x, where h(x)fl "
#
x#, this reduces to (4), whilst comparison of this form
in the asymptotic region where x and h(x) are much larger than unity, with (8),
gives
Aflfio"
#
pl sin(u›"
)
p), Bflo"
#
pl cos(ufi"
)
p).
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Figure 2. (a) Comparison of a numerically generated orbit with the analytic one. The crosses
‘›’ indicate numerical results, while the solid line shows the analytical results. (b) Relative
error of the analytical orbit from the numerically obtained one.
These last two equations can be rearranged to give
A#›B#›o2 ABfl
pl
4
3
p
4xa
(11)
and
tanuflfi
B}A›a
1›(B}A)a
, (12)
where afl tan($
)
p). Thus the analytical expression for the orbit, as given by (9),
agrees with adiabatic theory for large x and the exact solution in the region of
small x and small y. The quantities A and B are obtained from ‘initial
conditions’, as expressed for example by the values of y and yd (t) at xfl 0, whilst
the value for l (or xa ) is obtained in terms of A and B using (11). The form for
y, as given by (9), has similar features to a WKB solution, but here the solution
is of a nonlinear problem.
The equations of motion for x and y have been integrated numerically, using
a symplectic integrating routine (Rowlands 1991), starting at tfl 0 with xfl
yfl 0, xd (0)flp and yd (0)#fl 1fip#. Such an orbit corresponds to the case
Bfl 0, A#fl 2C0541
# 1fip#
p#
, uflfi$
)
p, lfl
1
xa
fl
4A#
p
.
The integrator conserved energy to one part in 10−’. An orbit so obtained is
shown in Fig. 2, where it is also compared with an orbit obtained from the
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analytical expression given by (9). The value of p is chosen to give a value of
xa fl 10, and it is this value that is used in (10) to uniquely determine h(x). The
agreement is surprisingly good over the whole range of possible values of x.
Equation (9) specifies an orbit that starts from xfl 0 in terms of the two
constants A and B. Eventually, the particle is reflected at xfl xa , and then
continues until it returns to the xfl 0 plane, but in general with different values
of y(0) and yd (0). Importantly, the same equation (7) describes this return orbit,
but now specified by different values of A and B, which we denote by AW and B# .
These new values can be related to A and B simply by imposing continuity on
the particle orbit. Thus we demand that both orbits give rise to the same value
for y when xfl xa and a value for yd (t) equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign,
corresponding to a reflection at xfl xa . These conditions lead to a phase change
in u in the expression for y as given by (8) such that the new value u4 fl
2pfi2h(xa )fiu. Since the turning point of both orbits is the same, both orbits
have the same value of l. The adiabatic invariant l does not change at the
reflection point – only the phase does. Using (11) and (12), it is now possible to
relate (A# ,B# ) and (A,B), and we find
p
4xa
flA#›B#›o2 ABflA# #›B# #›o2 AW BW (13)
and
o20BW
AW
›
B
A
1›(1›b)flfiBW
AW
B
A
(1fib), (14)
where bfl tan()
$
xa #).
The orbit illustrated in Fig. 2(a) has been followed numerically until it
returned to the xfl 0 plane. With initial conditions corresponding to Afl 0–2802
and Bfl 0, the numerically obtained solution gave values of AW fl 0–3848
and BW fl 0–1670 as the particle passed through the xfl 0 plane after one
reflection at its mirror point xfl xa and of the order of 20 Larmor orbits. The
corresponding values obtained using (9) are 0–3697 and 0–1604 respectively.
This excellent agreement has been obtained without introducing any scaling
parameters but merely demanding that both orbits have the same initial
conditions. This same agreement has been found for a range of different orbits,
showing that (9) gives an analytical expression which captures all the main
features of the true orbit.
The particle now labelled by (AW ,BW ) continues to move, and enters the
negative half x space – but this is exactly equivalent to entering the positive
half x space with a simple change in the direction of the x component of the
velocity. The particle may now be considered as moving to the right in positive
x space, but labelled by (fiAW ,BW ).
Thus we can specify the notion of a particle including many crossings of the
xfl 0 plane by a map relating A,B to (fiAW ,BW ). This map is essentially given by
(13) and (14). However, it can be simplified by considering particles moving
through the xflplane in the positive direction only. Thus if (A
n
,B
n
) labels the
nth such crossing, we find
A
n+"
flfio2A
n
cos h
n
›B
n
(sin h
n
ficos h
n
), (15)
B
n+"
flA
n
(cos h
n
›sin h
n
)fio2B
n
cos h
n
, (16)
where h
n
fl )
$
xa #
n
and depends on (A
n
,B
n
) as expressed by (13). One can use these
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equations together with (11) and (12) to calculate l
n+"
in terms of l
n
and the
phase u
n
. To this extent, it is a generalization of the Chirikov map to the case
where the particle passes in the vicinity of a null point in the magnetic field.
However, it is limited to orbits that always remain in the ‘x ’ arms (or, by
symmetry, the ‘y ’ arms) of the field. Such orbits are shown in Figs 1(a, b).
This map has been studied numerically, and shows chaotic behaviour for
most initial conditions. It is found that the value of l gradually increases owing
to chaotic diffusion, which means that xa decreases and the particle is reflected
at a smaller value of x. This can lead to the particle moving into an arm of the
cusp at right-angles to its present one. An example of such an orbit is shown in
Fig. 1(c). However, once it is in the ‘y ’ arm, it moves initially such that x is
small and then into an adiabatic region with y large. Thus the analytical form
of the orbit can still be described by (9), but with x and y interchanged. We
specify this orbit by (Ah ,Bh ). Now a particle specified by (A,B) undergoing one
reflection in an x arm, returns to the vicinity of the origin, and is specified by
(AW ,BW ) as discussed above. For small x, one can use (9) to express this orbit in
the form yfla
"
BW ›a
#
AW x, where a
"
flo2}C($
%
) and a
#
fl 1}o2C(&
%
). This same
orbit, expressed as one that eventually moves in a ‘y ’, arm now takes the form
xfla
"
Bh ›a
#
Ah y. Simple algebra then shows that Ah fl 1}a#
#
AW and Bh flfiBW }a
#
AW .
Thus we can express the initial conditions for a particle moving into a ‘y ’ arm,
namely (Ah ,Bh ), in terms of (AW ,BW ) and hence (A,B), which specify the previous
excursion in a ‘x ’ arm. Finally noting that a particle will only switch from an
‘x ’ arm to a ‘y ’ arm if the slope of the orbit near xfl 0 is greater than unity,
that is a
#
Ah " 1, one can construct a map that generalizes that given above to
allow for transfer between arms. This takes the form
(A
n+"
,B
n+"
)fl
1
2
3
4
(fiAW
n
BW
n
) if ra
#
AW
n
r! 1,
0 1
a#
#
AW
n
,fi
BW
n
a
#
AW
n
1 if ra#AW n r" 1.
This map is a generalisation of the Chirikov map to allow a particle to move in
regions where the magnetic field is small, and even zero, and the concept of an
adiabatic invariant, such as l, which can have small jumps Dl, is no longer
valid.
A preliminary numerical investigation has been made using this map. It is
found that particles are contained in a finite portion of the relevant phase space,
that is with finite values of A
n
and B
n
, reflecting the boundedness of exact
particle orbits due to energy conservation. The phase-space plots of typical
orbits show little structure, implying that the particle motion is chaotic for
most initial conditions.
Conclusions
An approximate but analytical expression has been obtained describing orbits
of charged particles moving in the neighbourhood of a null point in a magnetic
field. Comparison with direct numerical evaluation of particle orbits show that
this analytical form is surprisingly accurate. Typical orbits have been followed
over a time interval that includes many Larmor oscillations, with a resulting
accuracy of a few percent.
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This analytical form has been used to obtain a map that specifies an orbit in
the vicinity of the magnetic field null in terms of two quantities (A
n+"
,B
n+"
),
and relates these to the previous values (A
n
,B
n
) when the particle was in the
same region. This map can be used to study the long-time behaviour of particles
(many crossings of the null region) more efficiently in computer time than a
direct numerical integration of the particle-orbit equations. Preliminary results
suggest that this map shows chaotic behaviour for all or most initial conditions.
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